
Energy Market Information Exchange Technical Committee
Minutes for Thursday, 5 August 2010, 11:00am EDT

Agenda

1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Approve minutes of previous meetings (July 8 and 22)

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/38885/EMIX_20100708_Minutes.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/38886/EMIX_20100722_Minutes.pdf

4. Introducton of new members
5. TeMIX Use Cases (Ed Cazalet)

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/38888/TeMIX%20Use%20Cases
%20Diagram.pdf

6. EMIX Next Steps and comment resolution plans
7. Adjourn

Attendees  Member / Company (* = voting)

Bruce Bartell Southern California Edison
Timothy Bennett* Drummond Group Inc.
Edward Cazalet* Individual
Toby Considine* University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
William Cox* Individual
Sharon Dinges Trane
Rish Ghatikar Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Anne Hendry* Individual
David Holmberg* NIST
Gale Horst* Electric Power Research Institute
Alex Levinson* Lockheed Martin
Jeremy Roberts LonMark International
Brian Zink New York Independent System Operator

Minutes

1. Call to Order (Bill C)
Call to order.

2. Roll Call (Bill C)
Voting Members: 8 of 8 (100%)
Members: 13 of 49 (26%) 
Meeting achieved quorum.

3. Approve minutes of previous meetings (July 8 and July 22)
Ed C. move to approve minutes; Rish G. seconded.  No discussion/objections.  Approved.
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http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/38888/TeMIX%20Use%20Cases%20Diagram.pdf
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4. Introduction of New Members (Bill C)

Brian Zink, representing New York ISO.  Managing Enterprise Architecture and Innovation. 
Working with IRC; getting more engaged in providing input to standards work.

5. TeMIX Use Cases (Ed C)

Ed C:
The TeMIX paper was approved by the EMIX TC as a Committee White Paper.  It provides a high 
level structure for transactions across the industry: ancillary, transmission, etc.   The TeMIX white 
paper draws on the eMIX info model.  For instance, delivery location related to meter, etc
Delivery period is coming from WS calendar.  The Use Cases are now in Enterprise Architect and 
presented here to begin the process of aligning TeMIX with the work being done in the CIM and 
elsewhere.
  
From the document:

The two key objects in TeMIX are an Offer and a Transaction as shown in this diagram. These objects also allow for 
option offers and transactions that are DR-like. These objects also can be tailored to be compatible with the CIM.
The high level structure of the markets is captured by Party, Location, Period and Product objects. Parties can take
on many roles such as Customer, Generator, Marketer, LSE and Market Operator. Meters are identified by the
Location objects. Period objects have a begin and end time and can be of any duration and can overlap. Products
include Energy(Power) and Ancillary Service products such as Spinning Reserves.
The Use Cases are organized as Registration, Pre-Transaction, Process-Transaction and Post-Transaction Use Cases.
The key Process Transaction Use cases are
• PostOffer - post and offer to other Parties or Markets
• GetQuotes - get price-quantity quotes including forward price curves over time (ie. dynamic forward retail prices).
• AcceptOffer - accept an offer from other Parties or Markets.
Other Uses Cases interface with ISO/RTO LMP auction markets or independent bid/ask markets.
Signal Use Cases provide for exercising DR-like options and communicating emergency signals.
TeMIX provides a high level of abstraction for Offers and Transaction that can be tailored to interface with existing
ISO/RTO markets, forward wholesale bilateral markets and exchanges, and utility retail tariffs and programs.
This design is intended for a high level of distributed implementation by many participants and service providers.
These use cases are a work in progress and it does not fully reflect current work in eMIX, for example.

Starting with the 'Actor' class.  A generic actor can take on many roles so the advantage of dealing 
with an abstract actor as a Party is that you can specialize from there as needed.

Second class is TransactiveObjects with main attributes being Party, Location, Product, and Period. 
There are 3 subclasses of Transactive Objects: Offer, Transaction, and OptionsSubClass. 
Transactions have a similar structure to Offers.  Offers lead to Transactions.  This applies to many 
markets (wholesale, retail, ...) and embodies all the costs of getting the Product to the 
DeliveryLocation.  If that is to my home, the cost may include transmission charges, but in a 
wholesale transaction, it may not.  It depends on the market.

Transactive Use Cases are organized into 4 categories/subtypes:
1) Registration

Registration involves locations, parties, and products.
2) Pre-transaction

In this case you have a 'PostIndidationofInterest'.  Here you want to buy or sell, and are 
expressing an interest, but are not actually offering to buy or sell.

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/37918/TeMIX_20100523.pdf


3) Processing of transactions
There are three 3 use case types here: Offer, Transacation, and TransactionSignals.
Offer:

Here I can Post an offer, send it to everyone that's eligible.  I can Withdraw the offer, Accept, 
Match, Auction, Lock/UnLock, .  The most important method here is 'GetQuotes'.  Different 
levels of quotes would give you different amounts of detail/data.  At end of the TeMIX White 
Paper are examples of the application of this to open market.  MatchOffer would apply 
where I had some type of exchange (e.g. ICE or NYMEX).  Auction would apply where 
there were lots of bids at the same time -- that's where you would put the interface to ISOs.
Bill C:  Have special features yet to add to EI and eMIX for ISOs.  Depends on the style of 
ISO/RTO -- bids, clearing, day ahead, shadow, etc.

Transaction / TransactionSignals:
David H: Demand-Response is notably missing from the model. Where would that fit in?
Ed C:
In this framework, DR is an Option contract.  When I join a DR program, I sign an Option 
contract to give ISO the right to call my demand reduction for certain kW for a certain period 
of time at a specific price.  The process is pretty well laid out in the TeMIX paper: enter into 
an option contract (sign up to DR program) and once the ISO, Utility, or Aggregator is in a 
position to exercise that program (send an option signal, which is in the TransactionSignals 
use cases) the option is exercised.  Could be automatic, visual, phone call, etc.
Toby C:
I believe DR, ADR, and OpenADR can be profiled from these elements.
Brian Z:  Is message content defined as well?
Ed C:
TeMIX has the structure for the DR signals, event based DR program.  Once you invoke a 
DR program, that leads to another transaction, which follows the same process – a generic 
settlement process: meter readings, determining payments, etc that apply to wholesale or 
retail energy transactions. 

Bill C: Need a common terminology as well across EI/eMIX/Industry.
Ed C: 
ISOs work in terms of bid-based markets -- everything is a Bid.  Here using 'Offer' -- offer to buy, 
offer to sell.  There is no standard outside the ISO  world.  We can decide.
Brian Z:
There could be a lot of work from IRC around demand from the definitions standpoint that might 
help with definitions in this work.  Will bring that to the table.
Ed C:
The attempt of TeMIX is to bring common terminology across the entire smart grid architecture to 
be able to handle interchanges across all.  Need to be adaptable. This is a strawman.
Timothy B:
Talked recently about the 'party' item/element and in part of that I suggested looking at ebMS 3. 
When ebMS 3 specifies Party, it's pretty simple: Identifier and Role  Don't see Role here.  Has this 
been discussed in eMIX?
Toby C:
Role is exactly what we need going forward.  Wanted to come up with underlying structures that 
are there for any market by making small components as small as possible and then using those to 
build upon.    We need to make sure we are not missing elements needed to construct current (and 
future) definitions.



Brian Z:
Is this only for non-reliability transactions – transactions that have bid/offer within the market? 
Sometimes we just have to shed load – to get to a reliability state – where there is no transaction, 
it's outside the market.
Ed C:
I did put set of signals for reliability that would tell a Smart Meter to shut off certain loads
so then there are no further transactions.  It may be issue at the retail level then (someone didn't get 
power but no warning).
Bill C:
One way of structuring could be as a pre-executed contract, so then only need something that says 
'NOW'.  Agreement for the rest has already been made.  I think that's the approach that has been 
taken.  It does fit in this framework -- takes a bit of effort to match the use case Brian has raised.
Ed C:
Please send any comments, corrections, questions through email, phone.

6. EMIX next steps and comment resolution plans
Out of time.

7. Adjourn

Anne H move to adjourn; Toby C second.  No discussion/objections.  Adjourned 12:08.


